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Continental Office is excited to announce the addition of Knoll to its scope of solutions in central Ohio,
becoming the Herman Miller and Knoll dealer for the region. Adding to a growing list of offerings, this
development immediately brings the full Knoll family of iconic brands to Continental Office, including
KnollStudio, Knoll Office, Muuto, Holly Hunt, DatesWeiser, and more.
"We're thrilled to welcome Knoll alongside Herman Miller and our wide scope of offerings," said Ira
Sharfin, CEO of Continental Office. “This addition is an exciting step for both our organization and our
clients, with the full range of Herman Miller and Knoll solutions now under one roof,” Sharfin said. With
this addition, Continental Office will immediately add Knoll products to its list of full-scale commercial
interior solutions, serving clients with Herman Miller, Knoll, and the 19 collective MillerKnoll brands
across the region.

This latest addition to its furniture business (combined with full commercial flooring, interior
construction, branding, and maintenance capabilities) strongly secures the company’s position as
central Ohio’s largest commercial furniture provider, now with more solutions than ever to create great
spaces that inspire.

###

Since 1939, we’ve been creating memorable experiences through the creation of intentional spaces, inspiring our clients and
partners to change the way they work and think. We create, build, and maintain these purposeful work environments with
furniture, floors, interior construction, and branding so our clients can focus on their business goals and bring their culture to
life. We push ourselves to explore new possibilities and create customized solutions for any challenge. This resourceful
approach allows us to find solutions for our clients throughout Ohio that others can’t.
For more information, please visit continentaloffice.com.

